Newsletter No. 1/2020
International School Braunschweig- Wolfsburg
im CJD Braunschweig

Dear parents, students, and staff members,
I am pleased to share with you the first newsletter of the school year 2020/21.
After the lockdown in spring and the split classes until the end of the school

year, it was so good to have all students back in school in a relatively normal
classroom setting. The cohort system allows learning and interacting with

students of the same cohort without keeping social distancing in mind. Many
classes started the new school year with teambuilding and back-to-school

activities, which helped to settle and integrate the new students. You will read
about these activities in our newsletter.

Meanwhile, all classes put a strong focus on learning and developing their knowledge, skills and
abilities in their subjects. We aim to increase the students' independence and responsibility for
their learning and personal growth in many fields.

Students and teachers alike are looking forward to implement the use of
iPads into lessons regularly.

You will receive your credentials for the Parents-Teacher-Consultation

Day on the 5th November 2020 soon. Be invited to discuss your child's
academic and personal progress with our staff members.

Due to the rising numbers of Covid-19 cases, we are still not able to
give parents unlimited access to the entire school premises. The

wellbeing and health of our students and staff are very important for us.

I thank you for your understanding that parents need to pre-register and
contact a staff member or the School Office before entering the school
buildings.

Enjoy reading the next pages. I am looking forward to meeting you soon.
Stay healthy.

Best regards,

Anne Köneke,
Head of School
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School Life
Lower Primary Afternoon Room
Dear lower primary students,
The Afternoon Room team is very

happy to have you all back in school
and we're sending a heartfelt warm
welcome to the new students. We
hope you are well and having fun

getting back to school. The Corona

pandemic has put us in an awkward
unfamiliar situation - things in

school are different than we are all
used to. Nevertheless, it has not

stopped us from having fun with

each other. Within the first weeks,

our focus has been on learning to get

to know each other and familiarising ourselves with the environment. Thanks to the sunny

weather, we have spent most of our afternoons outside. We've played, drawn with chalk, collected
acorns, created fork flowers and painted stones. We are looking forward to sharing many more
fun afternoons with you!

Upper Primary Afternoon Room
The Upper Afternoon room has been
pretty full with students since the

beginning of the school year. It has been
quite fun seeing all the faces back after
vacation and finally being able to play

together. As it stands now, Years 1 - 5 are
able to play together in one cohort which

means a lot of choices of who to play with
each day. Because the weather has been

nice, we have been able to have ice cream,
watermelon and even play water games.

The projects start soon and there will be less of us there each day but there is always a good time
to be had!
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Chinese Class
We have been taking Chinese Class for about one
and a half years now and it has been super fun
and interesting. We learn new vocabulary and

characters every day and it never gets boring at
all. The interest in the language and its culture
gets more exciting every time. We have been
doing lots of fun activities like cooking with

Chinese exchange students or learning how to
draw the Chinese characters with special
calligraphy brushes on rice paper.

written by Nila and Cecilia

IGCSE Kick Off 2020
Years 9 and 10 started the new school year
with the IGCSE Kick Off, which is an

introduction to the IGCSE programme and a
good chance to get to know students and

teachers of Secondary 2 better. Due to the rainy
weather, the event took place in the Assembly
Hall and on the sports field rather than at

Chancengarten as in previous years. After a

general overview of IGCSE exams, the students

could ask their questions on exam procedures,
exam preparation, marking, grading and the
differences between the Core and Extended

syllabi in different subjects. Afterwards they could join in different

activities prepared by their IGCSE teachers. Students joined a scavenger
hunt in which they had to solve geometrical tasks, they participated in
language games, a geography quiz and trained their fine-motor skills
and patience with wooden sticks.

Finally, the sun came back and the morning ended with a fun scavenger
hunt on the sports field. A big “Thank you” goes to all teachers and
educators involved in the event for their great ideas and their

commitment (especially their last-minute swap from outdoor to indoor activities).

written by B. Timme
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'Vertical Farming' Club
Learning by Doing: Vertical Farming Club experiments with a sustainable solution to our growing
food crisis

Several IBDP Geography students, under the leadership of Dr. SenguptaSchröder, have created a Vertical Farming Club to experiment with a

sustainable solution to our growing food crisis affecting the world, which
already suffers from issues like climate change and global warming.

Vertical farming is a futuristic, climate-change resilient method of local
food sourcing in a low carbon-footprint urban environment. It is one of

the most promising urban farming techniques as plants can be grown on
indoor waterbeds (using some fertilizers) in an artificial atmosphere that

remains conducive for the growth of the product regardless of the natural
weather or season. Farmers can maximize space with multiple layers of

crops, utilizing the new LED technology, which enables plants to perform photosynthesis in the

absence of direct sunlight, effectively allowing crops to be grown anywhere. Vertical farming can
also be coupled with drip irrigation, rainwater harvesting, hydroponics and other types of
sustainable farming techniques depending on the requirements of the farmed crops.

Dr. Sengupta’s passion and determination to fulfil our class motto “Learning Through Practical

Experience” inspired us to be stakeholders in our future by experimenting with vertical farming in
our own classroom. Using the diverse strengths and abilities of our team members, we converted
an extra room into a vertical farming laboratory by building a small multi-level shelving unit,

darkening the windows and removing as many extraneous elements as possible. This affords us
the capability of growing a total of 336 units (per cycle) on four layers with LED grow-lights.

Currently we are programming our own data monitoring system using a single board Raspberry

Pi computer, a few low-cost capacitive sensors, and a discarded TV monitor. Simultaneously, we
are designing and implementing a drip irrigation system that uses gravity to water our plants
during the fall vacation. This allows us to grow
a variety of crops with significant control over
confounding variables like sunlight, soil

moisture, temperature and so on. We have
already witnessed success with our pilot
project.

In the future, we are planning to sell our farm
products to cover the cost of the initial

investment and eventually generate profit that
will be donated as a small CAS support to the
World Food Organization to combat hunger.

So, keep your eyes peeled for fresh bio herbs
around the school soon!

written by Matthew
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Little Help Club (CAS service activity)
In the Little Help Club, the students of Year 11 and Year 12

volunteer and support younger students of the Primary School
in Reading, Maths, German, Music, and Sports activities.

The teachers of the Primary School have been gracious and

kind in guiding our IB students to help younger students of
Years 1 through 5. This activity not only boosts the

confidence of our IB students, but also instils a sense of

generosity and helpfulness in them, and in return, our Primary
students have a buddy/mentor from the Senior School.

News from the classes
Preschool
All the new Preschool children have been busy exploring
their new environment with their class mascot “George”

while getting to know the other new children in the class

as well. We have been discovering more about ourselves by
using our hands and feet to paint, print and move, and we
were very creative at making our own “Pizza Faces”. The

children ventured from working and cooking in a café to
writing and delivering their own mail in our post office.

Everyone had the chance to try out and see what happened

to Humpty Dumpty when he fell off the wall and the children were all very inventive at putting

him back together again. We had a lot of fun during our picnic and enjoyed playing with the toys
we could bring to school on that day. We hope you all have a wonderful autumn vacation!

RC
We would like to welcome our parents warm-heartedly. The

Reception Class team is delighted to begin their year with unique

little angels from around the world. We have started the new school
year focusing on the themes of ‘Being at School’ and ‘All about Me’
celebrating differences and similarities in our personalities.

In Literacy, we are concentrating on letters ‘Ss’ and ‘Aa’, enjoying our
learning experiences with crafting and preparing jam sandwiches.

In Numeracy, we are very excited to learn about numbers and had
great fun acting out ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ to match
number 3.

We are looking forward to the year ahead and hope to have a great time together.
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Year 1
The first days in Year 1

Ms. Napier, Ms. Sommer and Elvin are very proud of their Year 1 students! They are so curious,
interested and busy learning new things.

In Maths we found out which student is the tallest in our class and we built shapes out of
playdough.

In English the children get to know the first letters (s, a, t, p, i, n) with different stations called
bingo, dice game, cut & paste, pokey letters, playdough and stamp it.

In German they also learned the first letters and can write the most important word: Mama! 

During SST we discuss our theme-based teaching topic ‘1, 2, 3 – all about me’ and find out more
about our body and in Art we drew ourselves.

In Second Step we practised the fire drill and in Music we sang our school song.

It’s soooo much fun and we’re looking forward to our next school days together!

Year 2
Greetings from the Year 2 class! We had quite a busy start

already, welcoming our new classmate, Yushi, and going on our
first outing to the Braunschweig Zoo. Our theme this term is

‘Jungle Fever’, and we have been learning about animals and their
habits. We loved meeting all the friendly animals of the zoo,
especially the raccoons!

We wish everyone a happy autumn holiday!

Year 3
Hi, greetings from
Year 3!

We are a group of 18
children. A few

students left this year,
but some new

students joined us. A

big welcome to Carlos,
Lara, Colm, Jiyu and
Emily! Recently, we
learned about life

processes and life spans of living things in Science. Our students did some research to find a

fascinating fact about life processes of their favourite animal and created an interesting ‘fact file’
about it. In Art lesson, our pupils came up with a lot of brilliant ideas and designed their own

unique masks with the school logo on it. Let’s enjoy golden Autumn together and stay healthy!
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Year 4
Settling down in the new school year!

With heavy hearts Year 4 bade farewell to four of their friends.
However, they were elated with joy to welcome four new

students to their class – Noel, Heeyun, Carolina and Masamune!
The first day was fun work on the task “getting to know my

class” - it was easy to answer prompts like ‘… was born in a
different country’, ‘… has their ears pierced’, and so on.

Children were busy going round asking questions like: ‘...

doesn’t like burgers?’, ‘… has an unusual pet?’ Some of the

questions had no answer! It was fun getting to know the likes and dislikes of the classmates.
Looking forward to a whole year of fun and constructive work.

The class has even elected their class captains - Eric and Alice were unanimously elected for this
semester. CONGRATULATIONS!

Year 5
Year 5 is happy to be back at school although we have to adjust to the restrictions and changes

due to the Corona virus. So far we have tried to be responsible and wear our masks when we are
not able to keep the minimum distance of 1.5 meters. At least now we are able to play with the
other classes, which we were not able to do at the end of last school year.

Although the school year has just begun, we have had to unfortunately part with a student - Raul
has moved to Barcelona, Spain with his family. We wish him the best of luck and hope to see him
again one day.

Year 6
Year 6 is back together in school! The class is
small, only 9 students so there is no problem
with keeping the distance from each other,

although it is not necessary within the same

cohort. With a heavy heart the class has recently

said “Good bye” to Amelie who left for her home
in Australia after about 5 years of staying in

Germany. Hugo is a new addition to the class

and it looks like he has already integrated well
into the new environment. Also, we have been
awaiting for Ryosuke to rejoin the class after
spending some time in quarantine. The new

class captains have been chosen and these are Ania and Anup. Everybody is excited about the
new school year and looking forward to new challenges.
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Year 8 – Art Class

In Art, Year 8 is having a closer look into the art movements of Expressionism and Abstract

Expressionism. First, the students learned about the historical background of the movement.
They have learned that Expressionism is a modernist movement that emerged in early 20thcentury Germany. Artists working in this style distort the reality of their subjects in order to

“express” their own emotions, feelings, and ideas. Important artist groups like “Die Brücke” and
the “Blaue Reiter” as well as important artists and art works have been introduced.
The students are working on four different projects: creating a

portfolio of the art movement, creating a portfolio of an artist and
paint a self-portrait in Expressionism style with acrylic paint. As a
highlight, students do action painting in Pollock style. Jackson

Pollock was an influential American painter, and the leading force

behind the Abstract Expressionist movement in the art world. The
weather was perfect and the first students enjoyed experimenting
with action painting outside. All students where totally into it:

splashing, dropping, squirting or throwing paint sponges with

acrylic paint onto their canvases. The longer they worked on their

art projects the braver they got and expressed themselves in their
work. All works are very individual and look fantastic!
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written by M. Harms

Year 6, Year 7, Year 8

What an exciting beginning to the 2020/21 school year here at CJD. We started off the year with

some fun team-building activities by playing the "Chaos Game" which was a big hit with students
of Year 6, 7 and 8. We also held a few activities to raise Coronavirus awareness so that all of our
students are well equipped to be successful and safe in the moment. With lots of new faces, we
will be rolling out a new integration concept designed for students of Secondary 1 and 2 with a
goal to set goals for their future. We are four weeks into the school year and we are already

seeing great results from this added touch. We also have some very informative programs that we
will be implementing throughout the school year, such as “The Truth About Substance Abuse”.
Here, Mr. Lewis and Mr. McGowan, will be raising awareness, presenting preventative methods
and discussing general information regarding this topic.

We have also kicked off our GISST program, but due to the current situation with the Coronavirus,
we are unable to compete with other German International Schools. But rest assured, CJD will be
competing when the time comes. Let’s go CJD!

Furthermore, we would like to give a BIGTIME shout out to our newest class teachers, Mr. Dybka
for Year 6, and Mrs. Barker for Year 8. Welcome to the team. You rock!

With that being said, we as a team, Mrs. Harms, Mr. Lewis, and Mr. McGowan are dedicated to
making a difference in the school life and beyond of all the students and their future.
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Editorial: Ms Jana Ernst

E-mail: jernst@cjd-braunschweig.de
Donations to account 121 111 · Nord/LB Braunschweig 250 500 00
The CJD Braunschweig is an institution within the Christlichen Jugenddorfwerk Deutschland e.V. (CJD) - 73061 Ebersbach
- Teckstr.23 - www.cjd.de

Every year the CJD offers 155,000 adolescents and young adults’ orientation and prospects for the future. 9,500
employees and many volunteers at over 150 locations offer support, teach training skills and provide education. The
Christian concept of the human being linked with the motto “Let no one fall by the wayside” make up the core of our
work.
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